home
SOFIHUB home advanced, adaptive care technology gives
people of all ages and abilities the freedom and confidence to live
independently, while dramatically reducing their reliance on family
or professional carers.
A personalised and proactive companion for the home,
SOFIHUB home spoken reminders encourage positive living
and reduce carers’ concerns.
Through intelligent monitoring of movement, it also detects
behavioural change and automatically initiates alerts to the
appropriate contacts. All of this is achieved without video or
audio surveillance; SOFIHUB home does not compromise an
individual’s right to privacy

Features

Benefits

Assist in visualising change
and irregularities in daily
activities

Indicator of clinical changes.

Intelligent messaging
system for reminders

SOFIHUB can advise when you have
a doctors’ appointments, medication
times, birthdays, anniversaries and
other events.

Portal - Online access to
data (via all mobile devices)

Realtime viewing of resident’s daily
activities which ensures peace of
mind.

Easy installation & set up

Minimal installation required.

For Residents
Ever wished you had a personal assistant to remind you
about everything that you are supposed to be doing today?
Like taking your medication, wishing someone a happy
birthday or putting out the bins, well perhaps you need a
SOFIHUB home.

For Families and Carers
Messages and Reminders
The SOFIHUB home intelligent messaging system can remind
your loved ones when they have an appointment or when they
miss their medication, saving you from worry and minimising
their concerns.
Insights
Know if there is activity in the home and if they have accessed
their medication or spent excess time in the bathroom.

NOTIFICATIONS

Late to bed
“Harry is late to bed this
evening”

Long bathroom duration

Late to wake up
“Harry has not left the
bedroom yet this
morning”

Bathroom		
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48 minutes

11:12 - 12:00

“Harry, it appears you have spent too
long in the bathroom.”

beacon
SOFIHUB beacon is a lightweight, easy to use mobile personal
alert system and can issue a notification SOS to multiple people
at the touch of a button via SMS.
Equipped with global positioning and mobile network
technology, it can instantly pinpoint a person’s location and
enable immediate voice contact via a built-in speaker phone.

Help me!
Last known
Date: 06/06/19
Time: 11:32:27
Speed: Km/h
Altitude: 28.0m
Bat:96%

maps.google.com/maps?q=37.8379,144.9787

Features

Benefits

SOS button, one touch
call ability

Speedy access to emergency
contacts.

Speaker phone

Family members / carers can call
directly to user.

Instant location message

Receive SMS message with current
GPS location

Nationwide connectivity

Assurance your call for help will
be received where there is mobile
coverage.

Waterproof (IP67)

Usable for multiple activities.

SOFIHUB portal

Intuitive user interface.

For Your Security

Emergency Contact

One Touch Calling

Intelligent Messaging

When help is needed, simply press the SOS button on your
SOFIHUB beacon to call up to three emergency contacts.

SOFIHUB home intelligent messaging system can remind your
loved ones when they should wear or charge the beacon.

Instant Location Message

Call User

The SOFIHUB beacon also sends an automatic text message
to your carer/family member with your current GPS location
when the SOS button is used.

Family members/carers can directly call the SOFIHUB beacon to
communicate with the user.

What is Intelligent Message?

portal

Time based messages: Play at the specified time. (SOFIHUB home)
Medication reminders: A reminder message will play if the medicine
cabinet is not accessed at the scheduled time. (SOFIHUB home)
Occupancy based messages: If the room that the hub is located in is
occupied between the start and the expiry times, the message will be
played. (SOFIHUB home)
Location information and history (SOFIHUB beacon)

Features

Benefits

Portal - online access
for SOFIHUB home and
SOFIHUB beacon

Realtime access for families and
carers, full access to all information.

Timeline reporting

SOFIHUB home can advise when
you have a doctors’ appointments,
medication times, birthdays,
anniversaries and other events

Ability to enter reminders,
improvements to personal
routines and add intelligent
messages

SOFIHUB home knows their location
while ensuring peace of mind with
location history.

SOFIHUB PRODUCT OPTIONS:

3

SOFIHUB home

Suitable for multiple occupancy

SENSORS

INTELLIGENT MESSAGING:

INCLUDES:

Greetings
Medication
Hydration
Doctor’s Appointment

1 SOFIHUB home + 3 Sensors
4G Connectivity + WiFi
SOFIHUB portal Access
PRODUCT CODE: 103-D-17Cii

8

SOFIHUB home Care

Suitable for single occupancy & provides alerts

SENSORS

INTELLIGENT MESSAGING:

INCLUDES:

Greetings
Medication
Hydration
Doctor’s Appointment
Bathroom
Bedroom

1 SOFIHUB home + 8 Sensors
4G Connectivity + WiFi
SOFIHUB portal Access
Alerts/Notifications
PRODUCT CODE: 101-C-17Cii

SOFIHUB beacon
INCLUDES:
4G Connectivity
Convenient drop-in charging station
Rechargeable battery
USB charger cable with AC wall adapter
Waterproof IP67 rating
PRODUCT CODE: 105-E-17Cii

3

SOFIHUB home +

Suitable for multiple occupancy

INTELLIGENT MESSAGING:

INCLUDES:
SOFIHUB home

+

1 SOFIHUB home + 3 Sensors
4G Connectivity +WiFi
SOFIHUB portal Access

SENSORS

SOFIHUB beacon
4G Connectivity
Convenient drop-in charging station
Rechargeable battery
USB charger cable with AC wall adapter

Greetings
Medication
Hydration
Doctor’s Appointment
Reminder to wear beacon
Reminder to charge beacon

PRODUCT CODE: 104-B-17Cii

8

SOFIHUB home Care+
Suitable for single occupancy & provides alerts

INTELLIGENT MESSAGING:

INCLUDES:
SOFIHUB home Care
1 SOFIHUB home + 3 Sensors
4G Connectivity + WiFi
SOFIHUB portal Access
Alerts/Notifications

+

SENSORS

SOFIHUB beacon
4G Connectivity
Convenient drop-in charging station
Rechargeable battery
USB charger cable with AC wall adapter

Greetings
Medication
Hydration
Doctor’s Appointment
Bathroom
Bedroom
Reminder to wear beacon
Reminder to charge beacon

PRODUCT CODE: 102-A-17Cii

Founded in 2016, Unisono is an Australian technology
company with a presence and focus on developing and
commercialising Sofihub in Australian/New Zealand and
global markets.
Sofihub is advanced, adaptive care technology designed
to ensure the health, wellbeing and independence of the
world’s aging population.

Sofihub
155 Greville Street
Prahran, VIC 3181

Phone: 1300 110 366
Email: info@sofihub.com
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